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Dissertation abstract
The number of Russian-speakers grew from 4% (in 1945) to 35% (in 1989) in Soviet Estonia. This
created a situation in which the society was divided by the parallel Estonian-Russian school system
and widespread linguistic segregation into two social spaces that are described as two “cultural
worlds” in the dissertation. However, these cultural worlds were inhabited by the diverse socioeconomic groups of people and in different circumstances; it is therefore also shown in the thesis that
individuals had various paths for socialisation and identification within, across and beyond these
cultural worlds. This study discusses ethno-cultural cohabitation of Estonians and Russian-speakers
in Soviet Estonia with a focus on the ways in which the social tensions were accommodated in
family.
This dissertation is based on the oral history interviews with spouses and children from
inter-marriages of “newcomer Russians” and “local Estonians.” Hence, it focuses on the families that
stand nominally “in-between” the Russian and Estonian cultural worlds. The author conducted 95
life-story interviews from spring 2009 to summer 2011. Data from 50 interviews is primarily used in
the dissertation as most attention is given to the inter-married spouses who were born from 1930s to
1950s and their children who were born from 1950s to 1970s.
Two main arguments are put forward in the dissertation. First, the author dicusses the
division of the Soviet Estonian society into two linguistically marked Russian and Estonian “cultural
worlds.” These worlds offered intermingled but distinct “reservoirs” of ethnic, political, historical
and other meaning constellations and past-future horizons. (Therefore, these worlds are not described
as “ethnic worlds” even though they were sometimes ethnicized.) The author argues that the Estonian
and Russian culural worlds maintained a balance and parity in Soviet Estonia by both offering
attractive and diverse ways for individual identification. Russian world offered more diverse and
ambiguous identifications, for example, it was imbued with contradictory meanings of local
inferiority and imperial arrogance, its references went beyond Russian ethnic culture towards the
other cultures in the USSR. Russian world also carried the discourse of Soviet power and civic
identity. The patterns for individual identification were narrower in the Estonian world as they were
more tightly related to the Estonian ethnic culture; however, among the working class and the people
born after the war, many appeared to be quite accommodative to the civic identifications in reference
to the Soviet state.
Second argument in the dissertation is about cultural identification of individuals in intermarriages. It is shown that the socio-cultural conflict was actualised in multiple ways depending on
concrete people, context and circumstances. However, most generally references to the conflict were
quite absent from the discussions and debates within inter-marriages. On the one hand, the relevance
of such conflicts was reduced in family life. This was especially the case when some family members
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would potentially identify with the incommensurable ethnic, historical or political patterns. In the
absence of the discoursive tools for “discussing things through” de-emphasizing controversies –
either more consciously or intuitively – was a practical solution. On the other hand, lack of
discussions and debates about the socio-cultural conflict in the family also indicated the absence of
identifications with the conflictual patterns in everyday life. In this case, the tensions between the
two cultural worlds were not personally experienced and perceived by the people in inter-marriages.
This points to an alternative constructive way of living together by not identifying with the forces
that pull the society (and potentially the marriage) apart. In addition to these perspectives, the author
argued that the culturally conflictual tropes in inter-marriage setting could be understood by
distinguishing between their performative and constative dimensions. Even if people “performed”
repetitive affirmations and utterances of their ethno-cultural belonging they did not actually invest in
the “constative” meanings that accompanied such repetitions in everyday life.
The main arguments of the dissertation – about the parity of Estonian and Russian cultural
worlds and about the lack of conflictual indentifications in inter-marriages – point to the plurality in
personal patterns of socialization and cultural identification in the Soviet Estonia from the 1960s
onwards. This plurality was largely thanks to the co-existence of different historical generations and
Estonian and Russian cultural worlds. In general terms, older “Estonian locals” were strongly
nationally-minded; older “Russian newcomers” were potentially inhabiting aspects of Soviet
subjectivity in addition to ethnicized patterns; the younger locals and newcomers possessed
identifications with ethnicity and also with the wider Soviet world and the perspective of Soviet
future. (Estonian locals tended more towards nationalism and Russia newcomers towards Soviet
identification patters). In addition, these identifications were largely situational and depended on
contextual cues. Family played an important role in transmitting and negotiating old meanings with
the new circumstances. In the period from the 1960s to early 1980s (during late Socialism) in Soviet
Estonia people had access to different layers of identification, such as public ideological discourse
and ethnicized cultural immersion.
***
The composition of the dissertation is based on two parallel modes of representation. For one, it
describes life-worlds and family-stories throughout the chapters as different episodes of the same
families accumulate. For two, the thematic structure of the chapters is based on the topical clusters
that emerged from a close reading of life-story transcripts. The first chapter serves as an introduction
to eleven inter-cultural marriages through the stories of the encounters of the spouses. These open
some lines of diversity that were explored further in the dissertation (different birth cohorts, living
places, social backgrounds, and gendered patterns). The people here introduced appear also in the
later parts of the thesis and create a possibility for a more holistic portrait of the life-worlds of these
families.
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In the second and third chapter I apply a more general approach to the divide of RussianEstonian cultural worlds. The second chapter is focused on how the different places of living –
capital Tallinn, Estonian-speaking Tartu, and Russian-speaking Eastern Estonia – influenced cultural
identifications. I noted that the perception of others and oneself appeared more ethnicized for “local
Estonians” and more multiple and diverse for “newcomer Russians.” As for specific localities,
working class and intellectual Russian-speakers shared only a few commonalities in Tartu and had
even less contact with the people in Eastern Estonia. Estonians shared more identifications across
places, but social class and generational differences appeared among them strongly, as well.
The third chapter is about the shifting temporal frames with a focus on the two tense and
difficult periods in the 20th century Estonian history: the period of Stalinism (1940/44-1953) and the
Singing Revolution (1988-92). I argued that Estonian and Russian cultural worlds stood most apart
during these periods as the images of the “Other” were strongly ethnicized and politized. However,
these times were experienced asymmetrically: people in the Estonian world experienced profound
cultural changes during Stalinism and people in the Russian world were shattered by the Singing
Revolution and its aftermath. Many Russian-speakers shared the difficulties of Stalinism and that the
same was the case with Estonians at the collapse of the USSR.
The last three chapters move closer to the family environment and individual identifications.
The fourth chapter discusses intermarriages as microcosms of negotiating the larger cultural worlds. I
look at the relatives' reactions and also everyday life in inter-marriages during late socialism and the
Singing Revolution. I argue that Estonian mothers-in-law were often vocally against inter-marriages,
they demonstrated worries about the inter-generational transmission of Estonian cultural world and
their own negative experiences with Stalinist Sovietization. In this light, the families on the “Russian
side” were more accommodating to Estonian spouses. With regard to the everyday life in intermarriages, I argued that the cultural worlds were not experienced as divisive, the controversial and
conflictual topics were normally not actualised within inter-marriages. Gendered family roles
appeared more important in family dynamics as fathers were quite absent from family life and from
taking care of children. The Singing Revolution (1988-92) is a good example here. As the public
political and increasingly ethnicized discourse grew tenser at that time most spouses continued not
discussing the conflict at home. However, when someone strongly identified with one side in the
public conflict, then it often led to incommensurable familial arguments (and also to some divorces,
but only in the cases of pre-existing inter-personal tensions.)
The fifth chapter discusses some specific topoi of cultural identification that arose from the
life-story interviews. It looks at how personal names acted as markers of cultural belonging both
“from outside” by the others and “from inside” for the carriers of names. It discusses how the Soviet
“passport ethnicity,” an assigned external category, was a latent and unimportant nominator for
people, but how “passport ethnicity” did influence understandings of personal cultural belonging.
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The chapter also looks at belonging and estrangement experiences of the children from
intermarriages at school. I argue that cultural identifications in Estonian-language schools were
closely tied to Estonian ethnicity, but, in contrast, the children in Russian-schools often felt
genuinely “in-between” in their relationships to the Russian and Estonian cultural worlds.
The sixth and last chapter takes a closer look at the contingencies of the past in relation to
cultural belonging in the last decades of the Soviet Estonia from a perspective of inter-generational
transmission of cultural worlds in family. This quite extensive chapter moves between individual
perspectives, comparative case studies, and generational themes. It asks how the inter-married
parents (b. late 1920s – 1930s) communicated their knowledge about the first half of the 20th century
and familial past to their children (b. 1950s – early 1960s). In the majority of families in the study,
no repressive events had taken place in past; people rather referred to “general difficulties” and “hard
times” in family history. I characterise such stories as discourses about the “difficulty of life in past.”
This discourse corresponds to the lived experiences of the former generations, to the Soviet frames of
talking about the past, and it would also reconciliate conflictual interpretations of the past in the
Russian and Estonian worlds. I argued that parents (b. 1920-30s) used the past to establish a liveable
normality in the Soviet present with the prospect of a Soviet future in mind, as a result the children
(b. 1950-60s) were socialised essentially into the Soviet reality and they felt fairly comfortable in it.
In addition, had there been Stalinist repressions in the family, they were normally not discussed with
children, but less due to the fears and more due to considering such information not useful for the
future. During late Socialism, the memories of repressive past were on their way of losing cultural
significance also in the Estonian world, even if repressions were temporally and spatially closer than
was the case with the Russian world.
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